
Turning Wild
AAny Vampire Wild symbol landing on the reels con-
verts any surrounding Medium symbol into the corre-
sponding Turned Wild symbol. Any Turned Wild 
symbol also converts any surrounding Medium 
symbol into the corresponding Turned Wild symbol. 
The conversion continues if there are surrounding 
Medium symbols.

Talisman Turning Wild
On any spin, there is a chance that 3-9 Talisman Wild 
symbols appear on reels 1-4. Talisman WIld symbols 
do not naturally appear on the reels in the base game. 

3,3, 4 or 5 Bonus Scatter symbols award 7, 8 or 9 free 
spins respectively. Any Vampire Wild symbol landing 
will remain on the reels for the entire free spins and 
hop to a random reel position at the beginning of each 
spin. 

Talisman Wild
TTalisman Wild symbols appear naturally on the reels 
in the Reanimated Free Spins. Any Talisman Wild 
symbol landing in the Reanimated Free Spins is 
locked for the entire free spins. Each Vampire Wild or 
Talisman Wild landing awards an extra free spin.

Big Win
Super Win
Mega Win
Epic Win
Max payout times bet

15x
40x
70x
100x

1 in 100,82
1 in 329,96
1 in 738,19
1 in 1278,61

In 100 billion spins 8894,3 xbet

Game ID
Volatility
Min bet
Max bet
Default bet

vampiresenpai
3,5 (1-5)
€0,1
€100
€1

Base Game
Base Feature
Free Game
Total:

52,2%
12,8%
31,1%
96,19%

For promotional material, please visit

clientarea.quickspin.com

VAMPIRE SENPAI

Get whisked away to a colourful and prosperous 
world filled with hopping vampires. You heard 
right! Our July release is inspired by Chinese 
folklore, where undead creatures, known as the 
“Jiangshi”, appear with outstretched arms and 
stiff posture, preying on humans to absorb their 
life force.

WWe’ve placed a more comedic tone on this
traditionally dark theme and packed it with 
plenty of suspense and anticipation. Included is a 
base game mystery feature, randomly
creating 3-9 additional Talisman 

WWilds, and it doesn’t stop there. The game gets 
even darker in Free Spins. After landing one or 
more Vampire Wilds, the Jiangshi will hop 
around, sinking their teeth into any Medium 
human symbol that appears next to them,
creating, you guessed it, more wilds!
AAppearing on a 5x5 layout, Vampire Senpai boasts 
invigorating colour combinations, rich graphics, 
and eye-catching effects that will leave the player 
thirsty for more!


